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Abstract

We propose a simple server-based electronic signa-
ture system in which a small number of common
private keys are used. The motivation of such a sys-
tem is to escape the scalability and complexity prob-
lems that arise if a large-scale Public Key Infrastruc-
ture (PKI) is used. We argue that the assumption of
personal private keys is the main reason for those
problems and high cost of electronic signature sys-
tems. We conclude that elimination of personal pri-
vate keys is justified and further argue that this does
not reduce the security.

1 Introduction

Remembering and proving events of the past is an
important characteristic of the human civilization.
Oral testimonies were used before the literary lan-
guage was invented, and they are still in use today.
Due to increasing complexity of business and pub-
lic relations, people started to use written documents
as external memory. Numerous measures have been
developed to protect the content integrity of written
documents. For example special inks, paper, seals
etc. are used. Further, in order to bind the content
of a document with a person responsible for it, hand-
written signature is used.

Today, written documents as well as all kinds of
data in general are processed, transmitted, and pre-
served in digitized electronic form (mostly referred
to as electronic content). Currently, cryptographic
means are used to protect the integrity of electronic
content and to bind content with persons responsi-
ble for it. Cryptographic checksums computed by
using asymmetric cryptography are often viewed as
electronic analogues of handwritten signatures. Sig-
natures are created by using private keys and verified
by using public keys.

Cryptographers have been studying electronic sig-
nature technologies for decades since the discovery
of one-way functions [4]. Several electronic signa-
ture schemes are (mathematically) proved to be se-
cure under some complexity theoretical assumptions
(see [12] for an overview).

In numerous countries, including the USA, elec-
tronic signatures are legally admissible. Considering
the advantages of electronic data management (cre-
ation, transfer, storage) over the traditional paper-
based one we could expect that there is an obvious
need for electronic signatures in the society. How-
ever, electronic signatures are still not widely used.
In our opinion, it is for two reasons:

(i) Security concerns. Leakage of private keys may
cause unlimited risk, because of the number of
(possibly forged) signatures cannot be limited.
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Secure key management is too complicated for
general public.

(ii) Technical complexity and Cost. Private key
management as well as massive authentic dis-
tribution of public keys is costly.

Rapid growth of a technology where the main con-
cerns are related to security and cost – Internet bank-
ing – suggests that these concerns can be solved for
electronic signatures as well. In the Internet banking,
(a) the risks are always limited (at least to the amount
of money in the user’s account), and (b) existing in-
frastructure (like web browsers) provides simple and
user-friendly interface to customers. Why not to de-
sign an electronic signature system in a similar way?

In most electronic signature systems it is assumed
that private keys are distributed among the users. At
the same time, there are electronic signature systems
that use a very small number of keys. For example,
in the system presented by Asokan et al [2] personal
private keys are eliminated and the signature func-
tion is delegated to a server. The server authenti-
cates clients and creates electronic signatures in their
name by using one single private key. It seems to
be a common opinion that electronic signature sys-
tems where the private keys are distributed among
users are of the highest possible security. We do not
think this opinion is sufficiently argued. Moreover,
we claim that personal private keys are the main rea-
son for high cost and technical complexity of the sys-
tems. Eliminating personal keys may lead to consid-
erably more cost-efficient electronic signature sys-
tems, which in addition may be more secure than the
previous systems.

In this paper, we show (using an elementary risk
analysis methodology) that server-based electronic
signature systems may be as secure as those with
personal private keys. Moreover, in server-based
systems it is easy to restrict the number of signa-
tures, which is a necessary feature to limit risks. In

server-based systems, possible abuses are more easy
to inspect – the server can log all events, while per-
sonal private keys can be abused off-line in an un-
restricted way. Hence, even if each (signed) trans-
action has limited value, an attacker (who abuses a
personal key) can still create large numbers of low-
value transactions.

We propose a new scalable electronic signature
system that uses even a smaller number of keys than
the system of Asokan et al [2]. In our system, the sig-
nature servers themselves use meta-level signature
services to create their signatures so that only few
public (and private) keys are needed for the whole
service. Due to the small number of keys, it is easy to
preserve the validity of signatures in long-term scale.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we give a general description of electronic signature
systems and present two special cases: PKI-based
electronic signature, and server-based electronic sig-
nature. We point out their relative advantages and
drawbacks. In Section 3, we analyze the practical
security of electronic signatures, considering both
signer’s and verifier’s view points. In Section 4, we
describe techniques to improve the scalability and
security of electronic signature systems. In Sec-
tion 5, we outline a technically simple and efficient
server-based solution to electronic signatures.

2 Electronic Signature Systems

In the most general setting, an electronic signature 1

is authentic and reliable information that answers the
question ”Who signed What and When?”. In order to
use electronic signatures, one has to organize a sys-
tem that satisfies the following security requirements
from both signer’s and verifier’s view-point:

1We intentionally use the term electronic signature instead of
digital signature, because the latter is mostly used in association
with signature schemes that use asymmetric cryptography.
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(i) Signers are able to sign messages only in their
own name.

(ii) Potential verifier can check the validity of a sig-
nature. The verifier is provided with methods
that ensure that valid signatures cannot be de-
nied or invalidated later.

In the following, we describe two (totally different)
electronic signature systems. The first system has
a maximum number of keys – every user has her
own private (signature) key. The second system has
a minimum number of private keys – there is a sin-
gle private key that is maintained by a server, which
identifies users and creates signatures in their names.
We show what are the security and cost concerns in
these systems for a signer and for a verifier. The
analogies for these two systems in the paper-world
are personal handwritten signature and notarized or
delegated signature. We analyze the history of these
signature systems and the security concerns in both
systems. Massive use of personal handwritten signa-
tures became possible only when literacy became a
common skill. Notarized signatures were used way
before. We claim that considering the ”electronic lit-
eracy” of general public, the society is not yet ready
to use ”personal” electronic signatures. Moreover,
we are not able to imagine how ”electronic literacy”
will become a common skill in the near future.

2.1 PKI-Based Signatures

Each user
�

has a private key ����� , which is assumed
to be under a sole control of

�
, and a public key ��� � ,

an authentic copy of which is assumed to be available
to all potential verifiers. To sign a message � ,

�
ap-

plies a signature function SIG to a pair 	
��� ��� �� of
the private key and the message. To verify a digital
signature ��� SIG 	
��� ��� �� one has to apply a veri-
fication function VER to a triple 	���� � � � � �� , which
returns ����� if the signature is correct.

The mechanism for authentic distribution of pub-
lic keys depends on particular systems. The users
may themselves distribute their keys, which is suit-
able if each user has a small number of communica-
tion partners. An example of such system is PGP
[14]. In order to simplify the distribution of au-
thentic public keys, a trusted party – Certification
Authority ��� – is introduced. As any other user,
also the ��� has its private key ������� and its pub-
lic key ��� ��� . To bind the identity �! � of

�
and

the public key, the ��� issues public-key certificate" � SIG 	
���#��� � 	$�! ��� ��� � % . A complete signature of�
on � consists of two parts: the signature � and the

certificate " . To verify such a signature, one needs to
have an authentic copy of ��� ��� .

For several reasons, we also have to add time to
an electronic signature. In order to prove the time
when the signature was created, another trusted party
– Time Stamping Authority ( &(')� ) – is introduced
[17]. By a time stamp for a signature � we mean a
signed statement *%�+� SIG 	
����,.-/� � 	0� � *%% , where * is
a time value. Hence, the signature is a triple

SIG 	
��� �1� ��2 3�4 56
� SIG 	
���#��� � 	$�! �1� ��� � %2 3�4 57

�

SIG 	
���#,8-/� � 	0� � *%%2 3�4 59 6
� (1)

for the verification of which we need authentic
copies of two public keys ��� ��� and ��� ,.-/� . Note that
the scheme presented above is considerably simpli-
fied compared to its real implementations. However,
the simplified description is completely sufficient for
the goals of this paper.

The installation procedures of private keys, their
protection mechanisms, authentic distribution of
public keys and their status checking mechanisms
make large-scale PKI systems very costly [5]. The
main threat for

�
is that someone abuses her private

key. The main threat for a verifier is that the signa-
ture (1) becomes invalid, which may happen due to
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exposure of the keys ������� � ����,8-/� or due to the cryp-
tographic algorithm SIG becoming insecure. Note
that in practice, the signatures can potentially be de-
nied by alleged signers, which is also a threat for
the verifier. However, considering the highly non-
technical nature of this threat, we do not discuss it
here. For example, there may be several different
ways of solving “fantom withdrawal” cases between
banks and their clients, depending on the contracts
(between banks and clients) and the legal environ-
ment in which the contracts have been made. We
only consider the threats that cause the signature (1)
becoming technically incorrect.

2.2 Server-Based Signatures

We have a single private/public key pair ����� � ��� � in
the system that is maintained by a server � . Every
user has means to authenticate herself to the server,
in order to create electronic signatures. The exact
way how the authentication is performed is not im-
portant. The server maintains a database of signa-
ture events described as triples 	$�! ��� � � *  . Each
such triple means a statement ” �! � signed � at time
* ”. In order to sign a message � , a user

�
sends �

a request which comprises � (or its cryptographic
digest). After verifying the identity of

�
(e.g. via

password), � creates and stores a triple 	$�! � � � � *% ,
where * is the current time. The verification of a sig-
nature is either server-aided or off-line.

In the case of server-aided verification, (a) a ver-
ifier � sends � to � , (b) � makes a query to its
database and finds all triples of the form 	�� � � � ��
and sends all of them to � . From the technical side,
such a scheme is extremely simple and does not re-
quire digital signature schemes at all. Though, it
has been proved by Halevi and Krawczyk [8] that in
password-based authentication protocols (under cer-
tain security assumptions) asymmetric cryptography
is still necessary.

In the case of off-line verification, the server (in-
stead of storing triples in its database) signs a triple
	$�! �1� � � *  by using its private signature key �����
and communicates the signature

SIG 	
����� � 	$�! �1� � � *%% � (2)

back to
�

. It is not hard to notice that a server-based
signature (2) is much simpler than a PKI-based sig-
nature (1). Both the installation costs at the user side
and the public key distribution costs are lower. The
main threat for

�
is that someone impersonates her

during the identity check procedure, which may be
possible due to a leakage of passwords etc. The
main difference from PKI-based signatures is that
the service provider � itself is able to create signa-
tures without users’ intent. Hence, � must be abso-
lutely trustworthy. In the next subsection, we argue
that trust assumptions in these two systems are only
seemingly different.

2.3 Personal and Delegated Signatures:
Historical Metaphor

In the case of a hand-written signature, the main
skills needed from a person are: (a) knowledge of
written language because the signer has to know
what she is signing for; and (b) understanding and
controlling the functionality of a pen. The signer has
to be convinced that the pen cannot sign anything
by itself, without user’s intent. The ”pens” for elec-
tronic signatures are much more complicated. The
users who really like to have control over their pri-
vate keys must be well educated in electronics, hard-
ware design, operating system design, the software
etc. Even if the signer has all the knowledge nec-
essary to understand electronic signatures, she still
does not know whether the signature device really
behaves as specified. Trapdoors in software and even
in hardware are not just science fiction but are rather
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common practice. Today, the assumption that peo-
ple may have sole control over their private signa-
ture keys is thereby just an illusion, and probably
will stay an illusion in the near future. No single per-
son (and most of the institutions and companies) is
able to control her signature device. At present, the
methods and devices to reliably control private keys
are affordable to very few institutions in the world.
When using electronic signatures, most of us have
to trust technology and hence also the providers of
technology. In this sense, we are in the role of ”illit-
erate” people.

But also illiterate persons can sign documents:
they just write X-s at the bottom of the document
in the presence of a trusted notary who confirms that
the X-s are written intentionally. In the past when
overall literacy was not yet established, numerous
contracts were signed that way. In some sense, any
present-day electronic signature is just a confirma-
tion created by the providers of the technology, who
are in the role of ”notaries”. We cannot eliminate
trust by adding technological security measures (like
providing users with personal private keys) to the
system.

Trust assumptions are only one aspect that affects
security. In order to show that server-based signa-
ture systems are practically not less secure than the
PKI based system, we have to use more precise def-
initions of practical security. In the next section, we
present a practical security analysis that uses a com-
monly accepted method of practical security evalua-
tion – risk analysis.

3 Practical Security of Signature
Systems

Theoretical cryptography focuses on preventing par-
ticular threats. In practical security, the primary goal
is rather to reduce risk. It is possible that preventing a

threat does not reduce the overall risk. In this section,
we first present the basic principles of risk analysis
that are used in later analysis of electronic signature
systems. Then, we analyze and compare the secu-
rity of PKI-based electronic signature systems and
server-based systems. We use the so called attack
tree method[15] that has been successfully used in
several practical security-critical systems.

3.1 Threats, Risks, Attacks

Risk is commonly defined as mathematical expecta-
tion of loss. This definition is, however, somewhat
inconvenient to use when the threats are related to
attacks. The reason is that it is often impossible to
estimate directly the probabilities of attacks. But at-
tacks are the most important threats if we estimate
the security of electronic signature systems.

One of the most methodical approaches to attack
analysis is the attack tree method [15, 18]. An attack
tree is a graph that represents the decision-making
process of a well-informed attacker. The roots of the
tree represent the main threats, which are the main
goals of attackers. Each node represents an attack.
The graph has two types of nodes: AND nodes and
OR nodes. The child nodes of an OR node repre-
sent a list of conditions (sub-attacks) each of which
is sufficient for the attack being successful. The child
nodes of AND node represent a list of conditions
(sub-attacks) each of which is necessary for the at-
tack being successful. The leaves of the tree repre-
sent ”atomic” attacks the costs (and other character-
istics) of which are known.

3.2 Security of Signer

In order to compare the security of PKI-based and
server-based electronic signature systems, we use
a generic model that simultaneously describes both
systems. The model consists of the following parts:
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(1) Client workstation, which is the signer’s inter-
face to the system,

(2) Technology providers that produce or sell all
kinds of technology used in electronic signature
systems,

(3) Signature server that participates in the signa-
ture creation process (not present in PKI-based
signature systems), and

(4) Signature service that runs the signature server
(not present in PKI case).

In a PKI-based system, Client workstation computes
client’s signature by using the private key of the
Client. The key may be stored in the memory of a
workstation or in an IC-card. In a server-based sys-
tem, Client workstation is connected securely to a
Signature server (via a secure SSL connection etc.).
After succesfully authenticating the signer (by using
passwords etc.) the Server creates an electronic sig-
nature in signer’s name.

We assume that attackers’ main goal (root of the
attack tree) is to forge a signature. We consider four
general sub-attacks, each of which is sufficient for
the goal of the attacker:

(a) Attack client workstation - steal the
key/password, insert a Trojan horse, etc.

(b) Bribe an employee of a technology provider -
bribed employees may add vulnerabilities to the
system. Yung and Young [19] proved that trap-
doors can easily be inserted even into crypto-
graphic algorithms.

(c) Bribe an employee of the signature service
provider - bribed employees may add vulnera-
bilities to the system or create forged signatures.

(d) Attack signature server in a technical way - try
to attack the server and abuse the signature key.

Server-based
signature is

forged

(a) Client
workstation

attacked

Service
misbehavior

(d) Signature
server attacked

(b) Employee
of Technology
provider bribed

Workstation
misbehavior

(c) Employee
of Service

provider bribed

PKI-based
signature is

forged

Figure 1: Merged attack trees for PKI- and server-
based signatures.

What we claim is that the components (3) and (4) of
an electronic signature system do not add additional
risks to the system and hence server-based systems
are at least as secure as PKI-based systems. This
claim is a consequence of the following assumptions:

A0: A well-informed attacker always chooses the
easiest (least costly) attack.

A1: It is easier to attack a client workstations than
to attack signature servers: ��� ��� � ���	� �
� ��� � ��� ,
because service providers are commonly more
experienced to protect their computers than
general public. The above is true for the attacks
by outsiders. It may actually be easier for an in-
side attacker to attack the server. However, once
we assume that trusted services may be com-
promised by insiders, we should also agree that
personal keys would not help much. For exam-
ple, if Microsoft on-line client service is com-
promised, it would be able to suitably “update”
client software in almost any networked client
workstation and thereby also to get access to
personal keys. Most of the average-skill users
do not protect their computers enough to pre-
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vent web services from running malicious code
in their computers.

A2: The costs of bribing employees of Technology
providers and of the Signature service are com-
parable: �
� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� � " � . At first glance, this
assumption may be doubtful – to bribe scientists
and technology experts seems much harder than
to bribe a “minimum wage guy” who guards
the server room. However, the term technol-
ogy provider in this paper has a wider mean-
ing than in common language. For example,
also the shops that sell computers are viewed
as technology providers, because they have an
influence on the behavior of the computers they
sell.

A3: By using security measures of moderate cost
(firewall, etc.) it is possible to make technical
attacks to the signature server more costly than
bribing an employee of the service provider:
��� ��� � " � � �
� ��� � ��� .

These assumptions imply that in a PKI-based system
(where only (a) and (b) are meaningful attacks) as
well as in the server-based system (where all attacks
(a),(b),(c),(d) must be considered) either (a) or (b)
has the lowest possible cost and hence the attacker
always chooses one of them. Thereby, if we have
reasonable cryptographic measures used in the sig-
nature server, and reasonable organizational means
used by the signature service provider, then the at-
tacks (c) and (d) simply do not increase the overall
risk of the system.

3.3 Security of Verifier

The most important threat for the verifier is that an
accepted valid signature becomes invalid. We only
consider the case of off-line verification in both types

 (c) Key sk
S

compromised

 (a) Key sk
A

compromised
 (b) Key sk

TSA

compromised

AND

Server-based
signature
corrupted

 (d) Cryptographic
algorithm

compromised

 Keys
sk

A
 and sk

TSA
compromised

PKI-based
signature
corrupted

Figure 2: Merged attack trees for signature verifica-
tion.

of systems. We do not consider the attacks that tar-
get verifier’s workstation because these attacks are
equivalent in both types of signature systems. The
most important (threats) attacks to consider are the
following:

(a) Private key ��� � of the signer becomes compro-
mised: either because of attacker or intention-
ally by the signer (in order to escape from lia-
bility).

(b) Private key ����,.-/� of a time-stamping service
becomes compromised.

(c) Private key ��� � of a signature server becomes
compromised.

(d) Cryptographic algorithm becomes compro-
mised.

We assume that the Signer and the ��� have a mu-
tual written contract, which states that the Signer
possesses (and agrees to use) a particular key. This
contract can be used as evidence in later disputes, if
the Signer tries to deny having been related to the
key. Hence, the compromise of ��� key alone does
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not affect the validity of PKI-based electronic signa-
tures, because the certificate is just a copy of a writ-
ten contract.

If we compare a PKI-based signature with a
server-based signature, we notice that the validity
of them relies on the validity of cryptographic al-
gorithms and keys. At first sight, it may seem that
server-based signature is more easily corrupted be-
cause its validity depends on the validity of one sin-
gle key ( ��� � ), while the PKI-based signature be-
comes corrupted only if two keys ( ��� � and ��� ,.-/� )
are compromised. Note, however, that in most sig-
nature systems, users are allowed to revoke their sig-
nature keys. Once

�
decides to deny her signature,

she may try to make her signature technically invalid
by immediately revoking her key. Hence, also the
validity of PKI-based signature depends on a single
key - ����,.-/� - and hence, from the viewpoint of the
verifier, there is no difference between the security
of the said two signature systems.

4 Techniques to Improve Efficiency
and Security

As shown above, we can reduce the cost of electronic
signatures by eliminating personal private keys and
the related PKI. In this section, we describe some
state of the art techniques to improve the efficiency
and security of electronic signature systems. Batch
signatures [13] is a solution to efficiency and multi-
component signatures increase the security of elec-
tronic signature system. We also discuss the ran-
domly chosen servers approach that was proposed by
Haber et al [7] and observe that in the context of our
electronic signature system this approach is imprac-
tical because of large signature size.

4.1 Batch Signatures

One of the main problems of server-based electronic
signature systems is their low scalability. The rea-
son of the problem is that asymmetric cryptography
is slow. Batch signatures [13] is a method that al-
lows one to sign a multitude of messages at the time
and thereby to speed up the signature process. The
most efficient batch signature scheme [13] is based
on Merkle hash trees [9, 10]. It was first proposed
by Micali [11] but was later ”rediscovered” by sev-
eral researchers [13, 6, 1]. For creating a (Merkle
tree based) batch signature for a list of messages
��� ������� � ��� , a signer first composes the messages
using a Merkle tree [9]. The resulting hash value�

is then signed by an ordinary signature scheme.
Each message ��� is then provided with a pair of (a)
the ordinary signature on

�
, which is common for

all messages, and (b) an authentication path
� � �� � 	0�	� �������#� ���/ , which proves that �
� took part of

the computation of
�
. If the number of messages

is large, we achieve up to thousand-fold speedup in
computations. It is argued in [13] why this scheme
is as secure as ordinary digital signature schemes.

Batch signatures are not recommended for end
users – the number of signatures is not limited and
hence the risk is indefinite. For service providers,
batch signatures could be the basic mechanism to
achieve scalability.

4.2 Multi-Component Signatures

In a server-based signature scheme the server must
be ultimately trusted. There is no way to prevent the
server from creating signatures in users’ name. One
way of reducing the trust assumption is to use thresh-
old trust. Suppose, we have a multitude of servers� � �������#� �� , each

� � possessing a private signature
key ��� � with the corresponding private key ��� � . For
signing a message � , a user � authenticates itself to
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all servers and sends � to each server. By a multi-
component signature on a message � given by a
user

�
, we mean a sequence of digital signatures

SIGN
� � � � 	 SIG ������	0� � �! �  ������� � SIG ����� 	0� � �! � % �

The signature of
�

on � is defined as valid if at
least *��
	 servers have signed 	0� � �! �  . If the
servers are controlled by independent parties then the
risk of simultaneous misbehavior of these servers is
quite low. In particular, no single server can sign in�

’s name. Different threshold signature schemes are
extensively researched [16].

As shown in Section 3, unconditionally trusted
server is not the hardest security problem for large
majority of users. We can conclude that applying
threshold trust at end user level is hardly practical.
However, multi-component signatures are still use-
ful to the service providers, who are able to guarantee
sufficient level of security in their servers.

Multi-component signatures remain valid even if
one of the (component) signatures is corrupted, be-
cause the other components still protect the authen-
ticity of electronic signature. It the components are
created by using different signature schemes then the
signature resist the breakage of signature schemes.

Another (more complex) approach is to use shared
signature schemes [16]. The key is shared between
a multitude of servers so that only a coalition of *
servers are able to produce a valid signature. The
main advantage of such approach is that only one
ordinary digital signature is produced, and hence,
the size of a signature is smaller than in the multi-
component signature approach. Main drawback of
shared signatures is that they do not withstand the
breakage of a signature scheme. Hence, we prefer
the use of multi-component signatures.

4.3 Randomly Chosen Servers

Haber et al [7] proposed a method how to use smaller
threshold values * , so that the system would still be
relatively secure against attacks performed by ��� *
colluding servers. The main idea is to use a public
pseudo-random function  , which given as input a
message � outputs a list of * servers the signatures
of whose are necessary for the multi-component sig-
nature on � being valid. Their solution may seem
very attractive but it leads to impractically large sig-
natures.

If there are � servers in total and a set � of � mali-
cious servers try to forge a signature on � . Attacker
chooses slight modifications ��� of � , so that the
meaning of � � stays almost the same (by rewording
sentences or changing numerical values etc.). The
goal of this attack is to find � � such that  	0� � ��
� . For each ��� , the probability that  	0��� �� � is� ����� ��� 9 � The probability of success after

�
trials

is ��� ��	�� 	 	�� �  � . Note that in most cases, there
is no problem to generate a large number of modifi-
cations of � . For example, if there are 30 words in
� that have at least one synonym then the number of
modifications is !#"%$ . If we have two numerical val-
ues each having at least one thousand modifications
then we have one million modifications. Hence, one
may first fix the words and numerical values that may
be changed and then use a computer to generate all
combinations � � one at a time and check whether 	0� � &� � . Hence, the number

�
of trials must be

sufficiently large. From the assumptions �'�)( 	 � !
and

� �*	�+-, we conclude that * �/.10�243 � $243 � 5 . If one

third of the servers are corrupted (� � � � 	 �76 ) then
* � ! . . Hence, if

� �8	�+#9%$ � !7:%: then * �<; +
which is clearly impractical. If again * �=	�+ (which
correspond to a reasonable signature size) then an
adversary must try about 	�+?> random modifications,
which is feasible to almost any computer. Hence, for
this method to increase practical security, the size of
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multi-component signature must be few hundred K
bytes. For this reason, we do not use the pseudo-
random choice method in our system.

5 Electronic Signature Service

Our goal is to design a server-based signature system
that is capable of serving billions of clients. The cost
of the system must be much lower than PKI-based
solutions, while the security must be comparable or
better.

As our goal is to minimize the number of private
keys in the system, we use two layers of servers
(Fig. 3). The front-end Proxy servers authenticate
clients and process signature requests. The back-end
Notary servers sign the processed requests.

Each Notary server can serve up to one thousand
Proxy servers. Since we use multi-component sig-
natures, each Proxy uses at least two Notary servers.
Consequently, in a system with few thousand Proxy
servers we need about ten Notary servers. Such a
service would potentially be capable of serving the
whole on-line Internet community. Users of such
system would need just a web browser to sign or ver-
ify messages. User authentication could be carried
out with tools already incorporated in web browsers
(including PKI-based authentication).

As there are about ten key-pairs in total the system
has potentially enough resources to guarantee suffi-
cient protection of private keys. The Public Key In-
frastructure related to authentic distribution of pub-
lic keys is very small and could be efficiently imple-
mented. All keys could be stored in browsers’ code
and hence their use could be completely transparent
to end users. Even if Notary keys are changed an-
nually, all the history of keys would still fit into the
code of web browsers for hundred years.

5.1 Authenticating a User

User authentication is one of the most costly parts
in electronic signature systems. To create a reliable
database for user authentication, we probably need
face to face communication with all clients. Assum-
ing that only 15 minutes is spent for each user, we de-
duce that to create a database for one million users,
we need at least 1300 man months in total. How-
ever, we mostly do not have to start systems from
scratch – there are many client bases already de-
veloped. For example, numerous banks have inter-
net banking systems with several hundred thousands
clients. Though the authentication methods used are
different, it would still be reasonable to reuse the ex-
isting authentication systems rather than built new
ones from the scratch – that would reduce the overall
costs. In server-based electronic signature system,
the use of a variety of different authentication meth-
ods does not affect the simplicity and uniformity of
electronic signatures, because only the result of the
authentication is included into the signature.

5.2 Signing a Message

For signing a message � , a user
�

authenticates it-
self to a Proxy server � and sends � to � . Proxy
server immediately replies with electronic signature,
which can be verified in client’s browser. For users,
electronic signature system is just a web service.

5.3 Creating a Signature

After successful authentication of a user, a Proxy
server composes a signature statement 	0� � �! �  that
includes the message � to be signed and a represen-
tation of user’s identity. The statement may com-
prise other information, like signature policy, liabil-
ity constraints, time/date, etc. Proxy server does not
sign each signature statement separately, but instead
works in rounds and signs the signature statements
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Figure 3: Main structure of the signature system.

in ”batch mode”. During each round, it collects sig-
nature statements. At the end of a round, Proxy
server computes a cryptographic digest

�
of all state-

ments of this round and sends
�

to � Notary servers� � ������� � � � .
Each Notary server

� � authenticates � and signs
a triple 	 � � �! �� � * �  , where * � is the current time, and
�! �� is a representation of � ’s identity. Strong cryp-
tographic authentication, like Message Authentica-
tion Codes [12] can be used to make impersonation
of Proxies very difficult. Having received digital sig-
natures SIG � � ��	 � � �! �� � * �/ , ... , SIG � ��� 	 � � �! �� � * �  ,
the Proxy � composes complete electronic signa-
tures for all clients who sent their requests during the
round. An electronic signature of

�
on message �

is of the form

� �! ��� � � SIG ��� �#	 � � �! �� � * �/ ��������� SIG � � � 	 � � �! �� � * �  � �
(3)

where
�

is authentication path – a set of hash val-
ues which proves that 	0� � �! (�  participated in the
computation of

�
(the root of Merkle tree [9]).

5.4 Verifying a Signature

To verify a signature (3) one has to possess authen-
tic copies of public keys ��� � �������#� ��� � . Verification
consists of the following steps:

(i) The root of the Merkle tree is recomputed by
using � and the authentication path

�
. If the

recomputed root hash
� � does not coincide with�

then the result of the verification is �����	� 
��  .
Otherwise, the verification continues with the
next step.

(ii) The signatures

SIG � � ��	 � � �! �� � * �/ ��������� SIG � ��� 	 � � �! �� � * � 
are verified using the public keys ��� � ��������� ��� �
and the verification procedure VER. If at least *
of those signatures are valid, then the result of
the verification is ��� 
��  . Otherwise, the signa-
ture (3) is �����	� 
��  .

Note that if all authentication procedures are omit-
ted from the signature creation process, we obtain
a time stamp [7] instead of electronic signature.
Hence, the same service can be used to obtain time-
stamps.

Time stamps are needed for long-term preserva-
tion of electronic signatures. In case one of the
component-signatures of � is broken, or if one of the
hash functions (either the function � used to create
the hash of the message or the one used to create
the Merkle tree) used is suspected of getting broken
soon, it is sufficient to take a new and secure hash
function � and obtain a time stamp for a message
	0� � � 	0��% just as described by Haber and Stornetta
[3]. The time stamp is added to the signature in order
to preserve its validity.
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6 Conclusions

Personal private keys do not necessarily mean higher
security. They certainly mean high cost and com-
plexity of electronic signature systems. Elimination
of personal private keys could considerably simplify
the system, and as we have shown, not at the price of
security.

Personal private keys were introduced in order to
solve the problems with trust. We claim that no tech-
nology – personal private keys or any other measure
– can solve problems with trust. Trust relations can-
not be imposed by technology. They evolve in natu-
ral ways.

In some sense, our society is still in the stage of
”electronic illiteracy” – blind trust to technology is
inevitable – and it is hard to see how this situation
will change in the near future. Nevertheless, elec-
tronic signatures could still be used massively. We
have shown that electronic signature service can pro-
vide a sufficiently secure solution to electronic signa-
tures.

We presented an electronic signature system that
is capable of covering the needs for electronic sig-
natures for the whole Internet community. All the
components and primitives we used in our system
are well known. The new system is extremely sim-
plified, but still remains as secure as any other elec-
tronic signature system known to date.
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